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CHAPTER V

CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTIONS

A. Conclusion

It can be concluded that here are some abstract and concrete. The phoneme

which contains found in the lyrics by Linking Park are mostly lax vowel

phoneme. It can be seen that the classification of abstract concrete meets vowel

found about seventy, 35 found and 35 found as cooperation from songs by

Linking Park. This classification is formed by using the theory from Lobeck

(2014, p, 25), and Skandera (2011, p, 5), and Oxford Dictionary English Eight

Edition (2008).

1. In this case especially for phonology, where phoneme will be consonant or

vowels, be tense or lax and diphthong or monophthong

2. Abstract and concrete needs some knowledge like phonetic and phonology

to know about the different event those word is almost same

3. Difference and similarity between abstract and concrete vowels are located

in subfield of linguistics (phonology).

4. Classification of sound must be priority. Then, from the analysis can be

taken the implicit conclusion that abstract and concrete can be happened

when pronouncing two words or phrase in same word

5. Phoneme is not similar with voiceless phoneme in pronouncing by using the
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theory from Skandera and Burleigh (2005), Yavas (2011), and Oxford

Dictionary English Fourth Edition (2008). It very helps to classify the

devoiced phonemes.

B. Suggestion

After analyzing and giving conclusion of analysis abstract concrete and in

Linking Park songs, finally, the scientific paper has come to the last paragraph.

in this last chapter the writer would like to suggest the readers related to this

thesis. The writer made suggestion not only for student but also for lectures and

general reader.

1. For Students

It suggested that the learn of English language should study linguistics,

especially in phonology. It is expected to have a good pronunciation and

understand where the sound is resulted. Not only say the word but also

understand how the word has its pronunciation.

2. For Lecturers

In this chapter the writer would like to suggest the readers related to this

thesis who teach linguistics, it can be helpful to share the students some

examples about the correct pronunciation and how they can differ the sound

resulted by abstract noun that happened in each word.

3. The General Readers

The suggestion for the reader who interested in linguistics, they should

learn about the abstract and concrete phoneme and how they are able to
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classified a good pronunciation. It also can help for the next researcher who

would like to take another research about abstract and concrete which can

be found in song.


